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In The Jewish Book of Why, Rabbi Alfred J. Kolatch addresses hundreds of fundamental questions
frequently asked about Jewish life and practice. In this sequel volume, he delves more deeply into
the subject matter touched upon in that best-selling work and goes on to explore more complex and
controversial subjects, including abortion, homosexuality, birth control, artificial insemination, organ
transplants, smoking, proselytizing, intermarriage, Jewish-Christian relations, and the changing role
of women in Jewish life. Recognizing the importance of our understanding how Jewish law
developed and how legal authorities arrived at their decisions, Rabbi Kolatch opens The Second
Jewish Book of Why with an overview of Jewish legal development from biblical times to the
present. He introduces us to the major interpreters of Jewish law, explores the relationship between
law and custom, and explains the basic principles upon which much of Jewish practice is based.
Following the same concise question-answer format he established in The Jewish Book of Why and
the straightforward writing style for which he is renowned, Rabbi Kolatch addresses all questions
without judgment or bias, presenting the beliefs and practices of all denominations. Featuring notes
and a detailed index covering both of the Why volumes, The Second Jewish Book of Why is
essential for anyone seeking an understanding of the Jewish heritage.
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These wonderful books deal with tradtional judaism and more controversial issues like conversion
and marriage. The first volume is essentially detailed with accounts of 'who is a Jew' 'What is a Jew'
'What are Jewish holidays' 'What is the Jewish service and its structure' 'What are essential Jewish
rituals' 'How do Jews interpret the Torah'. These chapters detail almost any question one might

have about what it means to be a Jew, how to live a Jewish life and how to interpret the essential
Torah. This volume is wonderful for non-Jews, return Jews, Secualt Jews and normal Jews
intreested in exploring their religion deeper. Wonderful excerts explain the origins of such simple
items like the Kipa(Yarmluke) and essential questions about Jewish dietary laws.The second
volume tackles more modern and controversial topics. it explores the major streams of Judaism in
America(Reform, Conservative, Orthodox) and it looks at the Hasidic community. This book
explores the essential topic of conversion to Judaism and how that relates to the various Jewish
streams. It also tackels intermarriage questions.This wonderful boxed set is perfect as a present
and for information regarding the wonderful jewish heritage and its 5000 years of development.

This book was originally published nearly 20 years ago so the fact that it is still a popular seller is a
testament to how good a volume this is. A lot of ground is covered in an easy to understand
question and answer format. The first few chapters cover Jewish life cycle events such as birth and
childhood, marriage and divorce, and finally the end of life itself .. death and mourning. Then the
book covers other areas of Jewish life such as rituals, holidays, etc. Obviously a basic book on
Judaism written in this format cannot be exhaustive (of course there is now a Second Jewish Book
of Why). However, in a very understandable manner, this book explains a lot. This book is very
informative but I recommend that it not be considered the last word, ie, it is not authorative. If there
is an argument as to what Jewish law requires, this book is a valuable guide but the authority would
be original sources.

This book makes an excellent reference because it answers many important questions about
Jewish beliefs. Whether its customs related to holidays, marriage, death, clothing, food or otherwise
each questions is answered in ane asy to read manner. The authortakes an open minded stance
which further adds to the book's value. I frequently look back at this book and learn something new
each time I pick it up. Just timeless!

A well written and easily searchable reference source of the "whys" of Judaism. Explains traditions
connected with holidays and major life events (weddings, births, funerals) clearly and concisely. The
book has a serious tone, and the reader can expect a serious treatment of the subjects covered.

The Jewish Book of Why is among the best Jewish books ever published. The book gives insight to
Jewish customs like marriage, birth, divorce, holidays, and a lot of Jewish history. Whether reading

the book or just leaving it on the coffe table to peruse through, The Jewish Book of Why will be great
for a jew, a person that is interested in Judaism, and yourself. I highly reccomend this book. For
more jewish reading I reccomend the second Jewish Book Of Why. This is a great book that you will
definitley enjoy.HAPPY READING!

This is a wonderful book to own or give as a gift. It contains a thoughtful array of Jewish traditions,
some significant and some trivial, but all heart-warming and colorful. It's an easy book to read from
cover to cover, but it is written in a way that encourages the reader to flip it open to any page and
enjoy for a few minutes. An ideal book for elderly relatives who may not have the interest in reading
for long periods. Learn why Jewish holidays are celebrated differently when in Israel. Understand
the differences between Sephardic and Ashkenazic practices. Learn about Jewish customs in
Africa, the Orient, Western and Eastern Europe, Germany, Turkey, Kurdish regions, the US, Israel,
and other Middle Eastern countries. Incredibly well researched and a pleasure to explore.
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